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Abstract—Cloud gaming also referred to as gaming-
as-a-service or gaming on demand is an ecosystem in 
which any heavy game program executes upon a highly 
resourceful computer called as server and that is streamed 
upon a less resourceful device using light software (which 
enables user to interact with the game). This is the basic 
functionality of cloud gaming. Unlike traditional gaming, 
where the games are stored and executed on the local 
machine and the user plays by using some peripherals 
like mouse, keyboard, monitor, etc. In cloud gaming there 
is no need of storing the games on your system and use 
heavy hardware to make things run smooth.[1].
In this research paper we will understand that is what is 
cloud gaming? Is it something capable of changing the 
whole gaming industry? And can it reach to every single 
gamer in an effective and efficient way.
Keywords—Cloud gaming, traditional games, Research 
trends in gaming, cloud services, Evolution of cloud 
gaming

I. INTRODUCTION

The cloud gaming was introduced in the year June 2010.
It uses cloud servers rather than local servers to run the 
games. The motive behind cloud gaming was to develop 
an extravagant gaming experience that was simpler and 
cheaper to access. One of the main advantages of cloud 
gaming is that the users don’t have to purchase extra 
hardware after few years in order to play the best of games.
In order to play a game using cloud, the user does not have 
to use any external devices or boot up an application that 
was previously installed, the server does that for you, it 
streams a feed of the game from miles away due to which 
you are able to see and interact locally on your device.
What makes cloud computing huge is that how someone 
has to spend much less amount to pay in order to enjoy a 
high-end gaming experience. It is similar to amazon prime 

or the other streaming platforms. The sole difference is 
that of server from where the video is getting streamed, 
which means you don’t have to make expensive purchases 
of PlayStation or Xbox, graphic card etc. all you need is 
a stable and fast internet connection. You can even play 
some of these games on your phones which makes it even 
more exciting and open up wide range of possibilities 
for cloud gaming.

II. EVOLUTION

The concept of cloud gaming has been around since the 
late 2000s but due to technological dis advancements the 
technology was not bloomed as it is now.
The first cloud gaming service was OnLive, which was 
launched in the year 2010. It used small game streaming 
“micro console” and a special controller which was 
supported by both mac and windows via a browser, 
smartphones and much more. 
David perry(game developer) introduced Gaikai which 
had two completely different models. One model provided 
streaming demos for gamers to try and later on purchase 
from retailers. The other model streamed full games 
purchased through publishers to websites, TVs.
Since both of the models faced some or the other issues 
it couldn’t be a great success due to its infrastructure 
and bandwidth.
OnLive and Gaikai couldn’t hold a place due to its issue 
with bandwidth and scope of services. Google, Microsoft 
and Amazon enabled the global reach which allowed 
different cloud platforms to deploy and grow to different 
levels. Since cloud is now backed by some of the famous 
tech giant companies enabling an expedient setup process, 
thereby lowering the response time and smoothening the 
overall experience.
Cloud gaming has evolved over the years and has gained 
a massive popularity due to various technological 
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improvements, getting financially backed up by the 
leading tech companies, enabling lower latency, higher 
frame rates which has expanded its growth over the  
years.

III. ARCHITECTURE

A. Cloud Gaming System
Generally there can be three distinct sorts of distant 
delivering Real time Systems.
• 3D Graphics Streaming 
• video streaming
• video streaming with post-delivering operations. 

Figure 1: Architecture of cloud

In 3D Graphics framework the cloud worker sends the 
illustrations related orders to the customer which at that 
point deciphers it and renders the scene as needs be while 
in Video Streaming the worker is liable for delivering 
the 3D orders, changing them over to 2D and at that 
point sending the video transfer to the customer. The 
third framework comes in the middle of the initial 
two where the substantial work of delivering the 
3D illustrations is done on worker while some low 
processor serious work is finished on the customer 
side through thin client. 
There have been numerous slender customer designs 
proposed for circulated gaming frameworks([4]). They 
can be isolated into two classifications – guidance 
based frameworks and picture based frameworks. The 
principle contrast between the two is that, in guidance 
based frameworks, just the guidelines for producing 
the illustrations comparing to a control occasion are 
sent ridiculous while in picture based frameworks all 
the computationally escalated delivering of the game 
scene is done on the worker side and is sent ridiculous 
as a video transfer. All the CGSs use picture based 
slender customer designs simply because they don’t 

need customer to have the registering assets which is 
the entire selling point of Cloud Gaming.

IV. THE PROCESS FLOW

Figure 2: Operation in Cloud Gaming

At the point when a gamer uses a cloud gaming 
administration, there is a pattern of occasions that happens 
to get everything going. 
Here’s a breakdown of what happens when the player 
is in the game: 
• The player plays out an activity—a catch press, 

a joystick or mouse development, or something 
different. 

• The customer gets and gathers the player’s activities. 
• It sends those activities to the cloud worker over a 

foreordained organization course. 
• When the cloud worker gets those activities from 

the customer, it should deal with those activities in 
the game. 

• The worker delivers the outcomes in the game 
appropriately, such as terminating a weapon, 
bouncing, or flipping a switch. 

• When each casing is delivered in the game, the 
worker needs to send the outcomes back to the 
player. It encodes the scene changes, changing the 
scene into an organization that can be compacted 
and communicated back to the player over the 
organization course. 

• The worker sends the encoded game scene back to 
the player’s down customer in a consistent stream. 
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• The customer gets the stream, and unravels it into 
a video design that the player can see. 

• The cycle starts from the very beginning once more.
This cycle should continually and reliably happen 
milliseconds all at once. Any more slow, and the player 
can encounter the feared impression of slack.

V. ADVANTAGES

Gaming industry is growing at an enormous rate and it 
accounts for revenue of $68 billion. Some of the main 
advantages of cloud gaming are as follows:

A. Gaming security
The data of the users are stored securely on cloud 
gaming servers as the data is transferred securely thereby 
eliminating the probability of getting hacked. The main 
priority is security of the user and game data. The gamers 
can enjoy and play their favourite games without the 
hassle of worrying about data privacy.

B. Reduces-piracy
The cloud servers reduce piracy to a great extent as 
the game content is organised and maintained by the 
service providers, which prevents the game from being 
manoeuvre.

C. Accessibility
It allows the users to ingress the games from anywhere in 
the world, play on any device even without downloading 
certain application. It can be played on various devices 
such as laptops, phones, desktops, etc.

D. More than one Game
The cloud provides a vast majority of gamers to play 
multiple games at single time. It helps the company to 
boost their revenue growth at the same time providing a 
youthful experience to gamers around the world. 

VI. DISADVANTAGES

A. High Speed Connectivity
Cloud gaming does not stand as a great building empire 
today, it has some drawbacks at the moment. One of the 
main weakness is that it requires a high speed internet 
connection which is required to take the advantage of 
this technology.

B. Potency
The time taken by the remote server to respond to 
the commands that are entered take a longer time. 

It is workable to disregard this problem in a single 
player game, but not in the multiplayer games where 
receptiveness is huge. For example, no cloud gaming 
service is receptable enough for multiplayer games like 
Val and CSGO.

C. Ownership
Another problem could be the problem of ownership 
which means that you don’t own the game you are 
streaming. for example: When you watch a movie over 
amazon prime rather than buying a DVD..

D. Business Model
Cloud gaming does not have a truly manageable business 
mode till now the server cost is high and the investment 
must pay for itself. There is no proper convincible method 
at the moment now whether it be the game purchase at 
full price or to charge for the subscription.

E. Compression of Videos
In addition the cloud gaming providers compress images 
that are you won’t be able to experience a real 4k 
definition even if you opt for 4k streaming. This can be 
unsatisfactory for players who spent a lot on graphics. 
Cloud gaming consumes more data than video streaming. 
So, if you decide to connect to a service via a mobile 
network, make sure to have a unlimited data plan.

VII. GRAPHICS QUALITY

Regardless of whether the stream is smooth, it doesn’t 
make any difference much if the picture is pixelated and 
unrecognizable. Cloud specialist co-ops need to ensure 
they have quality worker equipment, with hubs that can 
uphold numerous goals at great designs quality. They’ll 
likewise have to have a strong organization spine set up to 
guarantee the video transfer administration is predictable.

VIII. MOST SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTORS 
TO THE MASSIVE GROWTH IN CLOUD 
GAMING

A. CDN
A CDN uses a worldwide organization of workers to 
smooth out the conveyance of downloads, by reserving 
content closest to your guest. Doing so helps improve 
execution as well as lessens the danger of disappointments 
and worker crashes by offloading transfer speed from the 
beginning. As well as improving execution, certain CDNs 
offer what’s called Push Zones which permit designers to 
have their whole game on the CDNs stockpiling group 
accordingly freeing the requirement for a beginning 
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worker altogether. No-nonsense gamers are accustomed 
to trusting that game substance will download, yet such 
burdens can dissuade easy going players and present a 
snag for contacting a more extensive crowd. Obviously, 
obliging an undeniably worldwide gaming market 
likewise builds a game’s danger of slamming or getting 
contaminated with malware that can influence all players, 
so gaming CDNs should likewise be set up to deal with 
such difficulties.([7]).

B. SaaS
The conventional programming model regularly required 
a permit for every client own PC and since the product 
was introduced locally, any updates or issues with the PC 
could bring about personal time and lost income. SaaS 
eliminates the need to introduce programming on singular 
machines by giving it over a protected Internet association, 
without the migraine of individual licenses or carriage 
refreshes. At the point when the product is refreshed, any 
progressions are carried out across the assistance all in 
all. Clients can get to the product from any machine with 
an Internet association. SaaS suppliers normally work on 
a pay-more only as costs arise premise, charging a little 
month to month expense. While this may appear to be 
astonishing from the outset, SaaS gives a few advantages 
over the customary programming model. Your product 
is open from any gadget, requiring no establishment. 
SaaS suppliers naturally convey new updates or fixes. 
Organizations and clients at this point don’t have to buy 
costly updates and manage the problem of introducing 
them. The drawn out costs will regularly be less expensive 
than the way toward purchasing licenses, introducing, 
redesigning or supporting the product in-house. 
SaaS bodes well for the two clients and engineers. In the 
event that you like moving your product to the cloud and 
approaching the most recent rendition across your gadgets, 
we’ve shrouded different SaaS merchants previously. 
Regardless of the business, there’s a decent possibility 
you can move from antiquated work area programming 
to a cloud administration. A genuine model are our best 
bookkeeping programming suppliers, which let your do 
your books from any gadget, including cell phones or 
tablets. Different models incorporate a client relationship 
the executives (CRM) instruments, an unquestionable 
requirement have for any business that sells items or 
administrations. Utilizing a cloud-based CRM permits 
your business to bring together and oversee things like 
schedules, task the executives, promotion crusades, email 
records and change instruments. We’ve explored the best 
reasonable CRMs for independent ventures so you can 
discover one that addresses your issues. 

Approaching important data and devices, for example, 
these permits you to keep steady over each and every 
part of your business from any gadget, from any area.
C. IaaS
IaaS is just a cloud administration that permits an 
individual or association to lease foundation like workers, 
network machines and information stockpiling. Basically, 
IaaS is a virtual server farm. 
Maybe than purchasing and keeping up costly equipment, 
clients can lease what they need from an IaaS supplier, 
like Amazon Web Services (one of these administrations 
is Glacier, look at our five best customers for Amazon 
Glacier article for additional subtleties). The IaaS supplier 
possesses the entirety of the actual equipment and deals 
with all support and expenses related with running a 
server farm. 
There are a few advantages to utilizing IaaS as opposed 
to purchasing your own equipment: 
1) Versatility: As your business develops, you can add 

more assets when you need them
2) Repetition: IaaS suppliers have different frameworks 

set up to keep away from any personal time. In 
case of an equipment disappointment, these excess 
frameworks will keep your administrations running 
as though nothing occurred 

3) Worldwide Access: Have designers in Tokyo, 
however the majority of your clients are in the 
U.S.? You can make different workers to fit the 
necessities of your business, guaranteeing openness 
for everybody 

D. PaaS
PaaS gives a climate to engineers to rapidly compose 
and convey code. PaaS expands on top of IaaS by 
furnishing the working framework alongside advancement 
apparatuses, information base motors, investigation and 
that’s only the tip of the iceberg. 
The principle advantage of utilizing PaaS is that 
engineers don’t need to introduce, arrange, or update the 
fundamental working framework or programming that 
their applications will run on. They can just will work 
composing code, bringing about less time squandered on 
setup and cash saved.

IX. CLOUD GAMING SERVICES

Cloud gaming is not a new term, it has been around 
since the start of 2010 with some of the companies like 
OnLive and Gaikai who have tried to offer video game 
streaming services but due to technical limitation they 
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could not elevate the technology. Today there are some 
of the big tech giant companies like google, Microsoft, 
amazon with their respective stadia, XCloud services and 
amazon Luna. They have been able to introduce cloud 
gaming as a vast service reaching millions of people 
across the world. They have delivered the experience and 
infrastructure to millions of people across the globe and 
is yet to evolve more with coming years.
Some of the companies offering cloud gaming are listed 
below:

A. GeForce Now
GeForce Now is one of the most competent cloud gaming 
services. It offers an ultra-streaming cloud gaming 
platform with lower potency and non– interrupted service.
The prices are really low and one can enjoy a diverse 
gaming experience with over 50 games or so on(.[1]).

Figure 3: geforce

B. Vortex
Vortex is considered to be an easy alternative to cloud 
gaming services like google stadia. It offers a low 
subscription fee to allow gamers to access different games. 
It starts with a subscription of $9.
The application can be used to run on different devices, 
even on phones. It is one of the easy to use cloud gaming 
platform for new gamers([1])..

Figure 4: Vortex

C. PlayStation Now
PlayStation now is one of the oldest cloud gaming 
service providers. It was introduced by Sony. It requires 
a minimal 5mbps uninterrupted internet connection to 
work fluently. It does not require an advanced pc or high-
end internet service, a 2GB ram and corei3 connection 
would be minimal enough to enjoy the best of gaming 
experience.([1]).

Figure 5: Play Station Now

D. Google Stadia
Google stadia was divulged in the year 2019.Unlike the 
other cloud gaming platforms which offer services like 
Netflix, Google stadia does not do that. It offers a true 
4k experience and has almost no potency ([6]).

Figure 6: Google Stadia

E. Shadow
Shadow is the single organization offering acknowledged 
support of it. It doesn’t really offer cloud gaming yet offers 
distributed computing gaming. Being the just one on the 
lookout, it is, as a matter of course, the most suggested 
cloud gaming supplier by customers. It offers a massive 
gaming library, elite gaming, and a significant availability 
period. Indeed, even with gigantic transfer speed with 
low ping, it lingers behind looking over and hiccups in 
cursor responsiveness ([6]).
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Figure 7: Shadow

F. Project x cloud
Undertaking XCloud has the most effortless information 
exchange method, yet Microsoft offers solicitations to a 
couple of gamers for the review time frame. It rigs out 
four Xbox One S supports, yet it isn’t translucent if games 
are delivered with such amalgamated power. It utilizes the 
enormous systems administration arrangement of Azure. 
The Azure datacentre being traversed all through North 
America, Asia, and Europe( [6]).

Figure 8: Project x cloud

It accompanies some minor stammers yet guarantees 
liquid gushing of cloud games if the WIFI is at least5hz.

G. Parsec
Parsec basically works through the innovation of video 
web based. This cloud gaming stage is fundamentally an 
application that utilizes pre-arranged virtual machines by 
Amazon web arrangement and Paper space( [6]). 
Parsec has first been in quite a while in 2016 to get 
the gamers bygone times of gaming by giving them no 
inactivity issues even on their exceptionally low spending 
office PCs. Parsec vows to be a very long time in front 
of the current streaming applications.

Figure 9: Parsec

X. OPTION FOR CLOUD GAMING SERVICE

The cloud gaming service depends on theusers preference 
for specific games or features. Here are a few of the 
options that can make the life of gamers better:

Figure 10: Cloud gaming service options

A. PC
GeForce Now is one of the best option for many gamers 
as it provides with an ease to play with keyboard and 
mouse along with the simple Software.

B. Console
Xbox cloud gaming and Play Station are the best options 
to enjoy cloud gaming on your consoles. You just have 
to install only one application and get started.

C. Mobile
As we all know mobile phones are the least resourceful 
devices when it comes to gaming. So cloud gaming gets 
that covered as it bring high-end resources demanding 
game on a very low end mobile phone via a stable internet 
connection.
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D. Tablet
Just like mobile phones, the same scenario is with tablets 
as well. But they are an edge ahead to mobile phones as 
they have bigger screens and batteries offering a better 
gaming experience.

E. TV
There are a bit of limitations in cloud gaming, like 
there is no service which currently offers gaming above 
1080p like 4K. So if you have a 4K TV which is really 
common these days, you can not use your device to its 
full potential.

XI. THE FUTURE OF CLOUD GAMING

The cloud gaming industry is expected to flourish by the 
year 2026 with its market valued at USD 1.15 billion in 
2020 and is expected to grow USD 2.70 billion by 2026.
The government has come up with major initiatives to 
embark on a world of cloud.

A. GI Cloud Initiative (Meghraj)
To use and tackle the advantages of Cloud Computing, 
Government of India has set out upon an exceptionally 
aspiring and significant drive – “GI Cloud” which has 
been authored as ‘Meghraj’. The focal point of this 
drive is to advance a Strategy and carry out different 
parts including administration component to guarantee 
multiplication of Cloud in government. Detailing of 
the Cloud Policy is one of the essential advances that 
will work with enormous scope reception of cloud by 
government. 
To drive this drive a Task Force was comprised by 
Department of Electronics and Information Technology 
(DeiTY) under the Chairmanship of Additional Secretary 
(eGov) with a concentration to draw out the essential 
heading and execution guide of GI Cloud utilizing the 
current or new framework. 
In light of different conversations and sources of info 
given by the Task Force and ensuing industry interviews, 
the accompanying two reports have been set up by DeitY: 
1.  GI Cloud Strategic Direction Paper 
2.  GI Cloud Adoption and Implementation Roadmap 
These reports have been affirmed by the Hon’ble Minister 
of Communications and Information Technology and are 
accessible for download. 
A different Working Group at DeitY headed by Shri. 
Kris Gopalakrishnan is additionally chipping away at 

empowering cloud administrations in India covering 
viewpoints like ward, cross-line information stream, 
information security, information area and so on 
• GI Cloud Strategic Direction Paper 
• GI Cloud Adoption and Implementation Roadmap
Broad fast web accessibility and expanding cell phone 
entrance, shrewd TVs, tabs, and PCs, are growing 
the interest for distributed storage based games. Time 
accommodation and decrease in game expense is further 
driving the interest for cloud gaming. Developing 
populace, rising discretionary cashflow, developing web-
based media and developing is relied upon to additionally 
move the market inside the conjecture time frame. Free 
games and play models have been drawing in numerous 
new players that likewise contribute in the market 
development. Improved designs and gaming experience 
in the top of the line telephones will additionally support 
the interest for cloud gaming in the years to come.
With bigger companies moving towards the gaming 
industry it is estimated for the technology to grow 
rapidly within coming years.

XII. CONCLUSION

The paper talks about the concept of cloud gaming, it’s 
evolution over the past decade, the architecture, the 
course of operation along with the merits and demerits. 
Different cloud gaming services currently available 
in the market and various platforms where one can 
experience it are mentioned. The future scope of cloud 
gaming industry([8])..
Cloud gaming isn’t a panacea and brings about non-
trivial costs to specialist organizations. Limiting 
the expense on cloud and networking assets while 
accomplishing high gamer experience requires cautious 
improvement like the methodologies explored in this 
review. Without these advancements, administration 
provider cannot merge sufficient cloud gaming clients 
to each physical machine. This thus prompts a lot of 
lower profits, and may drive the specialist organization 
bankrupt. Some early industrial pioneers, for example, 
OnLive have unfortunately exited the market.[8]The 
paper is a compilation of current and future cloud gaming 
market patterns that are illustrated to decide the general 
allure and to single out beneficial patterns to acquire 
a more grounded traction. The cloud gaming market 
report gives data in regards to key drivers, restrictions 
and openings with sway investigation.
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